Clinical Strategies
PDPM Experts
PREPARE. EXECUTE. SUCCEED.

Our Clinical Strategies Consulting PDPM Experts are forward-thinking health care reform experts
ready to train your IDT and leverage your facility’s opportunities before, during, and after this gamechanging transition to the new SNF payment model. Support is customized, comprehensive, and
assures success every step of the way, at all levels, and for every discipline.
Thought-leaders like HILARY FORMAN, PT, RAC-CT are truly one-in-a-kind in our industry. With
the experience of building HealthPRO® Heritage’s consulting services from the ground up, she
is sought-after for her unique vision related to innovative strategies for cross-continuum care
redesign and – most recently – life before/during/after PDPM. When she’s not advancing new
clinical directives on behalf of our partners and our internal teams, you can find her teaching at
association meetings across the country or serving as a Board Member for National Association
for the Support of Long Term Care (NASL).
No one can light up a room like KRISTY YOSKEY, MOT, OTR/L, RAC-CT. Her star power and
lightening-speed smarts are unmatched and fuel the fire of innovation for dozens of important
HealthPRO® Heritage client partnerships. Clients rely on Kristy for her “roll-up-the-sleeves”
approach to getting things done. As the “turbo” in turbo-boost, she is the force behind our
growing Clinical Strategies Division and is working directly with EMR vendors to help our clients
be successful.
Our ace in the hole. ELISA BOVEE, MOT, OTR/L joined our team one year ago and brought 20
years of experience to HealthPRO® Heritage’s position on the front line. With her on our side,
HealthPRO® Heritage confidently assures clients that our knowledge RE: MDS, regulatory and
reimbursement strategies, runs deep and serves to support success for our clients beyond their
wildest dreams.

Passionate. Engaging. Smart. Of course clients enjoy working with KRISTI SMITH, MSPT, RACCT, whose strengths include operational oversight, specialty programming, and PDPM readiness
strategies. She loves talking about PDPM, and our clients (and the industry) are leaning in. Kristi’s
speaking engagement calendar is filling up; look for her on the stage at an upcoming association
meeting or catch one of her webinar presentations RE: PDPM.

DANA MONTENARO, RN, RAC-CT, LNH is HealthPRO® Heritage’s Vice President of Clinical
Reimbursement, and was recently brought on board to help HealthPRO® Heritage support and
expand RN and MDS consulting partnerships. First, as an MDS coordinator and then in a regional
MDS role, she brings more than 25 years of experience (and a big dose of southern charm) to
HealthPRO® Heritage to teach, guide, and develop innovative strategies for PDPM and beyond!

EMAIL US: clinicalstrategies@healthpro-heritage.com
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